KARL WALDMANN
Biography and exhibitions history

**Biography**

Karl Waldmann was born in Germany. He disappeared around 1958. He did not participate in any known exhibition until 1958. Since 1989 when the works were discovered, a detailed inventory has been made of his creations.

**Exhibitions**

**2015**

"**Künstliche Tatsachen: Boundary Objects**" - Kunsthaus Dresden, Dresden, Germany
Curator: Sophie Goltz, with works of Kader Attia, Künstlerkollektiv Burning Museum, Sammy Baloi/Lazara Albear, Peju Layiwola, Michelle Monareng, Paulo Nazareth, Lisl Ponger, Jorge Satorre, Penny Siopis, Dierk Schmidt, Emma Wolukau-Wanambwa, Karl Waldmann

"**Press Art**" - Fifty Waldmann’s collages and photomontages created on book covers, magazines and newspapers
Pascal Polar Gallery (ground floor), Brussels, Belgium.

The first floor of the gallery presented works made around the same theme from various artists: Isabelle de Borchgrave, Daniele Buetti, Christopher Coppens, Thierry de Cordier, Muriel De Crayencour, Godfried Donkor, John Isaacs, Jiri Kolar, Lance Letscher, Marcel Mariën, Joan Miró, Tim Rollins et Kos William Sagna, Michelle Scarp, Martine Seguy, André Stas ... (with catalogue).

"**Histoires de livres**" - Salon du Livre d’Artiste" (during Brussels book fair), Tour & Taxis, Brussels, Belgium.
Presentation of 29 photomontages made on book covers. Invitation of the Karl Waldmann Museum.

**2012**


"**Collages**" - Espace de l’Art Concret, Mouans-Sartoux, France.
Curator: Fabienne Fulchéri, with: Arthur Aeschebacher, Jean Arp, Denise Aubertin, Erwin Blumrnfeld, Raoul Hausmann, Adolf Hoffmeister, Imi Knoebel, Robert Motherwell, Leon Tutundjian, Jacob Whibley...

**2011**


"**La vie en rose**", collective exhibition - Pascal Polar Gallery, Brussels, Belgium.

**2010**

"**Hygiene & national Identity**" - Pascal Polar Gallery, Brussels, Belgium.
With works by H. Musa, G. Donkor, J. Ensor, M. Desguin, Gilgorov, A. Solomouhka, M. Thuns (with catalogue).


"**The Weighty body**" - Museum Dr. Guislain, Gent, Belgium.

**2008**

Gerber Gallery - Basel, Switzerland.

**2005**

"**Karl Waldmann & Russian Constructivism**" - Pascal Polar Gallery, Brussels, Belgium (with catalogue).

"**Chaplin et les images**" - Kunsthal, Rotterdam, Netherlands. Curated by Sam Tourdzé.

**2003**

“**Karl Waldmann 1935-1955**” - Pascal Polar Gallery, Brussels, Belgium (with catalogue).

**2001**

Galleria Carla Sozzani, Milano, Italy.

**1990**

"**BERLIN BERLIN**" (With the support of the Culture Minister of France, Salles de l’ Aubette) Strasbourg, France.

**ART FAIRS**

- 2011, **Art on Paper** (Pascal Polar Gallery), Brussels, Belgium.
- 2007, **Art Cologne** (Pascal Polar Gallery), Cologne, Germany.
- 2007, **Elysée de l’Art** (Pascal Polar Gallery), Paris, France.
- 2006, **BRAFA**, 51ème foire des Antiquaires de Belgique, Brussels, one-man show - (Pascal Polar Gallery) Brussels, Belgium.
- 2005, **Art Paris** (Pascal Polar Gallery), Paris, France.
- 2004, **Art Paris** (Pascal Polar Gallery), Paris, France.
- 2003, **Art Brussels** (Pascal Polar Gallery), Brussels, Belgium.
- 2001, **Paris Photo** (Dudoignon Gallery), Paris, France.
- 2000, **Paris Photo** (Dudoignon Gallery), Paris, France.

**Private Collections**

Japan, France, Holland, USA, Belgium, UK, Germany, Israel, Ukraine, Russia, Switzerland, Asia, .. (see the full list on http://www.karlwaldmannmuseum.com/)